ALL MY FRIENDS

SIZE: 57” X 57” · LEVEL: CONFIDENT BEGINNER · PATTERN BY: JACKIE THERIOT · FABRIC COLLECTION: PAWS UP

Quilt: 57” X 57”
ALL MY FRIENDS

FABRIC A
CS9238 Blue
1/4 yard

FABRIC B
CS9239 Blue
1/4 yard

FABRIC C
CX9242 Crafty Dog
Friendly Blue
5/8 yard

FABRIC D
CX9243 Crafty Cats Linen
5/8 yard

FABRIC E
CX9244 Spots Dots
Black
1-3/8 yards

FABRIC F
CX9244 Spots Dots
Blue
1/2 yard

FABRIC G
CX9245 Imp Gray
1-1/4 yards

FABRIC H
CX9246 Pawsitive
Stripe Gray
1/2 yard

FABRIC I (Backing)
CX9247 Pawsome Plaid
3-5/8 yards
## ALL MY FRIENDS

WOF = Width of Fabric Selvage to Selvage

### KEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY</th>
<th>CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
<td>(4) 6-1/2&quot; Squares for block centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B</strong></td>
<td>(5) 6-1/2&quot; Squares for block centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C-D</strong></td>
<td>(4) 4-1/2&quot; x WOF strips for Border 4; sew into one long strip using 45 degree seams; cut each strip set into (2) 69&quot; pieces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **E** | (4) 3-7/8" x WOF strips; cut into (36) 3-7/8" squares for Flying Geese; then cut remainder into (16) 1-1/2" squares for Cornerstones  
(14) 1" x WOF strips for mitered Borders 1 & 3; sew into (2) sets of 7 strips each using straight 1/4" seams; cut each strip set into 69" pieces for a total of (8) pieces.  
(6) 2-1/2" x WOF strips for Binding; sew into one long strip using 45 degree seams, press in half lengthwise.  Use favorite binding method to attach to the quilt top. |
| **F** | (1) 7-1/4" x WOF strip; cut into (5) 7-1/4" squares for Flying Geese  
(2) 3-1/2" x WOF strips; cut into (20) 3-1/2" squares for Block Corners |
| **G** | (1) 7-1/4" x WOF strip; cut into (4) 7-1/4" squares for Flying Geese  
(2) 3-1/2" x WOF strips; cut into (16) 3-1/2" squares for Block Corners  
(7) 3-1/2" x WOF strips; sew into one long strip using straight 1/4" seams for mitered Border 2; cut into 69" pieces for a total of (4) pieces |
| **H** | (9) 1-1/2" x WOF strips; cut into (24) 1-1/2" x 12-1/2" pieces for Sashing |
| **I** | Backing: Cut WOF into 2 equal pieces. Remove selvages, sew together along longest edge |
PIEING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Follow instructions on page 6 for the flying geese portions of the blocks using Fabrics F, G, & E.
2. For each block, sew (2) 3-1/2” square background fabric to the ends of two Flying Geese units (Fig. 1).
3. Sew two Flying Geese units to the top and bottom of the center square (Fig. 2).
4. Sew the three rows together to make each block (Fig. 3). Each block measures 12-1/2” square.

SASHING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Lay out the blocks in 3 rows of 3 blocks each. Lay a sashing strip between the blocks in each row and a sashing strip on each end of the row.
2. Sew the sashing strips to the blocks.
3. Separate the remaining sashing strips into (4) groups of: (3) sashing strips and (4) 1-1/2” cornerstone squares.
4. Sew into (4) sets in this order:
   a. Cornerstone
   b. Sashing Strip
   c. Cornerstone
   d. Sashing Strip
   e. Cornerstone
   f. Sashing Strip
   g. Cornerstone
5. Lay out the sashing sets with the sashed rows from Step 2 as seen in the quilt layout on page 1. Sew all the rows together.
Since all of the borders are mitered, we will assemble (4) sets of strips for each border and miter each corner once rather than sewing 4 separate borders.

1. Sew Border strips into 4 sets in this order (Fig. 4):
   a. (1) 1-1/2" x 69" Fabric E Border 1 strip
   b. (1) 3-1/2" x 69" Fabric G Border 2 strip
   c. (1) 1-1/2" x 69" Fabric E Border 3 strip
   d. (1) 4-1/2" x 69" Fabric C Border 4 (Repeat with Fabric D strips)

2. Find the center of each strip set and mark. Find the center of each side of the quilt body and mark. Align the center of one strip set with one of the quilt body centers. Sew together with 1/4" seam beginning from the 1/4" mark in one corner toward the 1/4" mark at the other end. Back tack at the 1/4" mark (Fig. 4). Press seams toward the outer edge.

3. Repeat for the other three sides. Be sure not to sew through the excess fabric or through the seam allowances at the end of the borders.

4. Fold the quilt top diagonally, right sides together, lining up the outer edges and seams of two borders. Align a ruler with the fold and mark a line on the wrong side of the border from the corner out. This is your sewing line and should start where your stitching ended. Pin the border layers together.

5. Carefully take this to your machine and sew on the line, back tacking at the beginning (Fig. 5). Keep the seam allowances out of the way of your stitching.

6. Open and check that it lies flat. Trim the seam to 1/4" and press the seam open.

7. Repeat steps 5 through 7 for the other three corners.
MAKE FLYING GEESE UNITS

This technique is super easy and very accurate. (1) large Fabric F or G 7-1/4" squares (goose square) and (4) small Fabric E 3-7/8" squares (sky squares) will produce (4) flying geese units.

These are the steps:
1) On the wrong side of the small sky squares, draw a diagonal line from corner to corner.
2) Place (2) small sky squares on the large geese squares, right sides together as shown. They will overlap slightly in the middle.
3) Sew a scant 1/4" seam on each side of the drawn line.
4) Cut on the drawn line. Press triangles outward.
5) Place (2) small sky squares on the two new units, right sides together.
6) Sew a scant 1/4" seam on each side of the drawn line on each square; cut apart on the drawn line.
7) Press the triangles outward. You have made (4) flying geese blocks! They measure 3-1/2" x 6-1/2" each.

To make your own No-Waste Flying Geese:
Find the finished size of your flying geese block.
Add 1-1/4" to finished width for the large square.
Add 7/8" to finished height for the small squares.
Example: For finished flying geese 4" W x 2" H, cut (1) 5-1/4" large square and (4) 2-7/8" small squares.